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!;-Ѵ;);Ѵ|m7l;7b-Ѵ;);Ѵ|;u7;mlb|7;ml;mv1_Ѵb1_;m"bmm;m-_u];moll;mĺ vbv|bv1_;m7b;v;m
0;b7;m)-_um;_lm];m;bm&m|;uv1_b;7ķ-0;uoubm0;v|;_|;uĵ&lvb1_7;lmަ_;umķh-mml-m;bm;
!;b_;om u-];m-=;u=;mĹ)-vbv| 0;u_-r|;bm"bmmĵ)b;v|;_|7;u;mv1_7u1_v;bm;"bmm;lb|7;u
u;-Ѵ;m);Ѵ|bm;b;_m]ĵ)-v1_-u-h|;ubvb;u|7;mѴb1h-=l;7b-Ѵ; u;]mbvv;ĵ)-v0ubm]|7b; b]b|-Ѵb|ަ|
m;;v7;m-m-Ѵo];m;7b;m_bmĵ vv;blb|7;u;uv|;m u-];0;]omm;mĹ)-vbv|;bm"bmmĵ

;7;|m]v;0;m;mom"bmm
-v)ou|Ł"bmmľm77-vb_l];_ ub];(;u0Łvbmm;mľvbm7mublmb;7;uѴަm7bv1_;mm77;|v1_;m
"ru-1_];0b;|=bm7;mĺ_u&uvrum]bv|bm7;ubm7o];ul-mbv1_;m)u;ѴŁv;m|Ŋľv1_;mķ7-v7b;;7;Ŋ
|m]_-||;Ĺ];_;mķu;bv;mķ=-_u;mķ;bm;!b1_|m]m;_l;mķ;bm; ަ_u|;v1_;mĺ(omv;bm;uuvru m]Ѵb1_;m
;uhm=|_;u_-||;7-v"0v|-m|bŁ"bmmľ7b;;7;|m]Ĺ);]ķ!b1_|m]ķ!;bv;ķ -_u|ĺ -v];_ ub];(;u0
Łvbmm;mľ0;v-zblѴ|_o1_7;|v1_;m-ѴvŁvbmm-mľ7b;;7;|m]];_;mķu;bv;mķ-m7;umķv|u;0;mķ;uѴ-mŊ
];mŐƖĺ_7|ĺőĺlѴ|_o1_7;|v1_;mu7;7-v"0v|-m|bŁ"bmmľ0;u;b|vbl];];mަu|b];m"bmm;;uv|-mŊ
7;mĹ vu7;-=)-_um;_lm]m7(;uv|-m70;o];mĺlb||;Ѵ_o1_7;|v1_;mަm7;u|;vb1_7b;;7;Ŋ
|m]7;v(;u0vŁvbmm;mľm7;u_b;Ѵ|7b;m;;;7;|m]Łm-1_7;mh;mľlb|7;m;7;|m]vm-m1;mĹrѴ-Ŋ
m;mķou_-0;mķv|u;0;mĺ
;|;vbm7lb|7;l)ou|Ł"bmmľl;_u;u;;7;|m];m;uhm r=|ĺ bm;;uv|;;7;|m]v;0;m;0;;b1_m;|
7b; ަ_b]h;b|;|-v-_um;_l;mķ;bm;m$omķ;bm; -u0;ķ;bm;m;u1_vĺ-mvrub1_|om uvbmmķ
";_vbmmķ;u1_vvbmmvĺ_uķ];-v;vĺvbm77b;r_vbv1_;mu]-m;7;u)-_um;_lm]ķ7b;-0;u
mb1_|lb|7;lf;;bѴb];m"bmmv;Ѵ0v|;u;1_v;Ѵ|;u7;m7 u=;mĺ b;r_vbv1_;mu]-m;vbm77b;(ou-vv;|Ŋ
m]= u7b;vbmmѴb1_; lr=bm7m]ķ-0;umb1_|7b; lr=bm7m]ĺ"b;vbm7;bm$;bѴ-vr;h|7;u"bmm;ĺ
-v(;ul ];m;|-vķ7-vvb1_bm7;ur_vbv1_;m);Ѵ|0;=bm7;|ķ;lr=bm7;m7-_um;_l;mķbv|-Ѵvo;bm;
;uv|;;7;|m]v;0;m;omŁ"bmmľĺ
bm;mަ1_v|;;7;|m]vv1_b1_|bu77;|Ѵb1_7u1_7b;vv-];ĹŁ"b;_-|;bm;m]|;m"bmm= u -u0;mľĺ
b;ubu77-u-=_bm];b;v;mķ7-vv7;u0;|u;==;m7;;mv1_mb1_|mu -u0;m-_um;_l;mh-mmķvom7;um
vb;bm;bm;u0;vom7;u;m);bv;-_um;_l;mh-mmĺb;ubu7 0;u7b;0Ѵoz; -u0;lr=bm7m]_bm-v];]-mŊ
];mĸ_b;u;bv|7-v)ou|Ł"bmmľ-=;|-v_bmķ7-vvb1_f;mv;b|v7;vѴ;b0Ѵb1_;mh|v7;v0Ѵozr_vbv1_;m
)-_um;_l;mvoѴѴb;_|ĺ);mml-mv-]|ĹŁ u0;vb||;bm;m"bmm= ulouľķ7-mmbu7-=;bm; ަ_b]h;b|
_bm];b;v;mķ7b;mb1_|l;_u-m;bm0;v|bll|;vh ur;uѴb1_;vu]-m];hm r=|bv|ĺ);mml-m"bmm= ulou
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0;vb||ķ7-mmѴb;]|;bm;0;vom7;u;v;;Ѵbv1_;==;m_;b|= u7b; -Ѵb|ަ|7;vlouvouĺ -v]Ѵ;b1_;]bѴ|= u
7;mmv|vbmmķ7;m;u;1_|b]h;b|vvbmmķ7;m"bmm= u"1_ m;vķ7;m"bmm= u u_-0;m;vvĺĸ7-lb|bu7-=
u;bmv;;Ѵbv1_; ަ_b]h;b|;m_bm];b;v;mĺŁ"bmmľbv|bm7b;v;l -ѴѴ7b;;;b1_mm]= u7b;bm;bm;0;v|bll|;
!b1_|m]];_;m7;v;;Ѵbv1_;==;m_;b|ĺ
m;bm;u7ub||;m;7;|m]vv1_b1_|;bv|7-v)ou|Ł"bmmľ-=7b; ަ_b]h;b|_bmķ];bv|b];(;u_ަѴ|mbvv;;uŊ
=-vv;mķ7b;vvoo_Ѵbm;bm;u-h|b;mķ-Ѵv-1_-=m;_l;m7;m;7;|m]ĺ);mml-m;bm;0vb1_|bmvb1_
|uަ]|ķ;bm;m;7-mh;m;ubuhѴb1_;mbѴѴķ;|-v;uu;b1_;mbѴѴķ7-mmv-]|l-mĹŁ1__-0;;|-vbl"bmmľĺ
b;uholl|7b;uvru m]Ѵb1_;;7;|m]7;v)ou|;vŁ"bmmľmo1_l(ouv1_;bmĺ b;l;_u-=m;_l;m7;ķ
-_um;_l;m7;;7;|m]7;v)ou|;vŁ"bmmľl;bm|ķ7-vvl-m7;mŁ"bmmom)ou|;mľķ7;mŁ"bmm;bm;u!;Ŋ
7;ľ;uv|;_|ĺ-mh-mmvo]-u;bm;mŁ"bmm= u"bmmľ;m|b1h;Ѵmĸbm7b;v;l -ѴѴbu77;u"bmm-Ѵv)-_um;_Ŋ
lm]v;ul ];mlb|7;l-_u];moll;m;mm_-Ѵ|;v;mv;u-m7|ĺ"bmm;u=-vv|vb1_v;Ѵ0v|ĺ
bm;;b|;u;;7;|m]vv1_b1_|h-lblƐѶĺķƐƖĺ-_u_m7;u|_bmĹ-mvrub1_|ol"bmm;bm;u-m7Ѵm]
m7ou-ѴѴ;l=u-]|l-m-1_m-1_7;l"bmm7;v;0;mvĺmou_;u];_;m7;m,;b|;m-u7b; u-];m-1_
7;l"bmm7;v;0;mvmb1_|7-ķ7;mm7b;-Ѵ|;mu;Ѵb]b v;m$u-7b|bom;m]-0;m7b;v;m"bmmmo1_hoѴѴ;h|bouĺm
7;lol;m|ķo7b;-Ѵ|;mhbu1_Ѵb1_;m$u-7b|bom;m;u=b;Ѵ;mķ7b;;mv1_;m;bmu-|bom-Ѵ;v";Ѵ0v|0;vv|Ŋ
v;bm;m|b1h;Ѵ|;mm7vb1_bm7;u);Ѵ|-ѴvbvoѴb;u|;v"0f;h|;uѴ;0|;mķlvv|;7b;bm7bb7;ѴѴ; u-];m-1_
7;l"bmm7;v;0;mv-=|u;|;mĺ -v"bmm;uѴ;0mbv7;v;b];m;m -v;bmv_ަm]|7-om-0ķb;vb1_7;u;mv1_
bmv;bm;m;0;mvv-ll;m_-m];bm];0;||;|= _Ѵ|ĺ b;"bmm=u-];b;Ѵ|-1_7-u-=_bmķb;l-m-=;bm,Ŋ
h m=|b];v_bmoub;m|b;u|bv|ķ-vl-mvb1_;m|b1h;ѴmbѴѴo7;u= u7-vl-m-h|bv;bmh-mmĺ
,v-ll;m=-vv;m7h-mml-m=;v|_-Ѵ|;mķ7-vv7-v;7;|m]v=;Ѵ7ķ;Ѵ1_;v7-v)ou|Ł"bmmľl]b0|ķ;b
vr;h|;_-|Ĺ;bm;m;lr=-m];m7;mķ-_um;_l;m7;mvob;;bm;m-h|b;mķb;Ѵv;|;m7;mvr;h|ĺ ;u uv|;Ŋ
u;;b]|vb1_bm7;u;7;|m]om"bmm-Ѵv)-_um;_lm]vou]-mķ7;u-m7;u;-Ѵvb7;;ѴѴ;uѴ;0|;u"bmmķ7;ubm
h|bb|ަ|;mo7;u uѴ;0mbvv;m7;vm7bb7lv-=v1_;bm|ĺ
vv;bmަ1_v|7;u)-_um;_lm]v-vr;h|omŁ"bmmľ0;|u-1_|;|ĺ

;uu;bv7;ul;mv1_Ѵb1_;m"bmm;Ɛ
b;);Ѵ|bu7-=;uv1_b;7;mv|;);bv;-_u];moll;mĹ1__ u;ķb1_v;_;ķb1_v1_l;1h;vĺ -vh-mm
7;u u-];= _u;mķ 0;u;Ѵ1_;"bmm;7;u;mv1_ 0;u_-r|;u= ]|ĺubv|o|;Ѵ;v0;_-r|;|;mo1_ĹŁ7-vv;v
-z;u7;m= m="bmm;mŋb1_;uv|;_;m|;u7b;v;m;vb1_|ķ;_ uķ;u1_ķ;v1_l-1hm7$-v|vbmmŋh;bŊ
m;m-m7;u;m]b0|ķ7-omh-mml-mvb1_-v=oѴ];m7;m 0;u;];mŒĺĺĺœľŐubv|o|;Ѵ;vķݧ0;u7b;";;Ѵ;ƐƖƖƔķ"ĺ
ѵƑőĺ b;v;-Ѵ|;==-vvm]ķ7-vv7;u;mv1_mu= m="bmm;_-0;ķ_-|vb1_blѴѴ|-]0bv_;|;b;Ѵ=-1_;u_-ѴŊ
|;mĺ;b];m-;u;lbmv;_;m;b]|vb1_f;7o1_ķ7-vv7;u;mv1_l;_u-Ѵv= m="bmm;_-|ĺu;bm;bvrb;ѴĹ
Ɛ
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-v _Ѵ;m7;u-|Ѵަvv|vb1_7b==;u;mb;u;mbm7b;)-_um;_lm]7;u;v1_-==;m_;b|;bm;u0;u=Ѵަ1_;
Ő$-v|vbmmővob;7b;)-_um;_lm]7;u)ަul;o7;uަѴ|;7;v;];mv|-m7;vŐ$;lr;u-|uvbmmőĺ
b;(b;Ѵ-_Ѵ7;u"bmm;ķ7u1_7b;vb1_7;l;mv1_;m7b;);Ѵ|;b]|ķѴަvv|vb1_bm7u;burr;m]Ѵb;7;umĹ
"bmm;ķ7u1_7b;7;u;mv1_v;bm;l];0;m7;);Ѵ|;u=ަ_u|ĺ
"bmm;ķ7u1_;Ѵ1_;7;u;mv1_7b;uަlѴb1_;-];7;v;b];m;m;b0;vbmm;u_-Ѵ07;u
);Ѵ|-_um;_l;mh-mmĺ
"bmm;ķ7b;7;l;mv1_;m7b;;=bm7Ѵb1_h;b|7;v;b];m;m;b0;v;u=-_u;mѴ-vv;mĺ
b;"bmm;ķ;Ѵ1_;7b;Ѵ;b0Ѵb1_;&l; |7;v;mv1_;m;u=-_u0-ul-1_;mķvbm7Ĺ
";_vbmm
 uvbmm
;v1_l-1hvvbmm
;u1_vvbmm
)ަul;vbmm
b;"bmm;ķ;Ѵ1_;7b;)-_um;_lm]7;v(;u_ |mbvv;v7;vl;mv1_Ѵb1_;m;b0;vv;bm;u&l];0m]vob;
7b;;=bm7 b1_h;b|7;v;b0;vv;Ѵ0v|;ul ]Ѵb1_;mķvbm7Ĺ
Ѵ;b1_];b1_|vvbmm
$-v|vbmm
;;]m]vvbmm
bm];;b7;vbmmo7;u-1_;0;mvvbmm
;u;7bbm;uo_-mm;v!o_;mou7m;|7b;(b;Ѵ=-Ѵ|7;ul;mv1_Ѵb1_;m"bmm;hu;bv= ulb]-mķo0;b;u7;m
"1_l;u-Ѵvm7b==;u;mb;u|;m&uvbmmbm7b;b||;v|;ѴѴ|ĺ um|;uv1_;b7;|7b;0;vv|;mŁ$-];vvbmm;ľķ;ѴŊ
1_;7b;z;m;Ѵ|o==;m0-u;mom7;mm0;vv|;mŁ-1_|vbmm;mľķ7b;7;m;b];m;m;b0;u=-_u0-ul-Ŋ
1_;mĺ
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u-=bh-v!o_;mķo_-mm;vŐőĹour_oѴo]b;7;vl;mv1_Ѵb1_;m;b0;vĺ"|||]-u|Ĺ u;b;v;bv|;vѴ;0;mĺ

mv;bm;uv;bm-m7;uv;|m]lb|7;u u-];m-1_7;u(b;Ѵ=-Ѵ|7;ul;mv1_Ѵb1_;m"bmm;h-l7;u_bѴovor_
m7m|_uorovor_!7oѴ="|;bm;ul u];0mbvķ7-vvl-m0;bl;mv1_;m Ѵ="bmm;m|;uv1_;b7;ml vŊ
v;ĺ;0;m7;m0bv_;u];m-mm|;mm;m"bmm;m;bv|"|;bm;umo1_-=7u;b;b|;u;"bmm;_bmĺ u0;v1_u;b0|
;bm;mmb1_|Ѵ;b1_|0;l;uh0-u;mķ-0;u7;mmo1_]u-b;u;m7;m&m|;uv1_b;7bv1_;m7;l0Ѵoz-hv|bv1_;m
(;um;_l;m;bm;v)ou|;vm77;l(;uv|;_;m7;v)ou|;vĺ);mm;bm)ou|;uv|-m7;mbu7ķholl;m;b
;b|;u;"bmm;vlo7-Ѵb|ަ|;ml$u-];mķ7b;"|;bm;ulb|7;l)ou|"ru-1_vbmmŐo7;u-1_)ou|vbmmővob;
;7-mh;mvbmm0;;b1_m;|ĺ
Ł;bl u;ml;mv1_Ѵb1_;u)ou|;m77;u;m(;uv|;_;m-Ѵv;7-mh;mholl|;bm;7u;b=-1_;$ަ|b]h;b|
bm;|u-1_|ĺ&m7f;7;vѴb;77b;v;u7u;b=-1_;m$ަ|b]h;b|lz= uvb1_0;|u-1_|;|;u7;mķ;mm;bm;
0;u;1_|b]|;bvv;mv1_-=|Ѵb1_;==-vvm]v|-m7;holl;mvoѴѴĺ -vń u;mŅbv|7b;;bm;$ަ|b]h;b|ĺ
ѴѴ;bm7-vń u;mŅbv|= uvb1_;0;mvo;mb];bmń(;um;_l;mom)ou|;mŅb;7-vń$-v|;mŅ;bmń";Ŋ
_;mŅbv|ĺ&m7b;l-mv-1_];lަzm|;uv1_;b7;mlzbv1_;m7;l"bmm7;vń$-v|;mvŅm77;lf;Ŋ
mb];m7;vń";_;mvŅķvobv1_;m7;l7;vń u;mvŅm77;l7;vń(;um;_l;mom)ou|;mŅm7
7;l;b|;u;m7;vń u=-vv;mvom;7-mh;mŅľŐ"|;bm;uķ!7oѴ=ŐƐƖѶƒőĹ(om";;Ѵ;muަ|v;ѴmķƑƐŐ$0őĺ
oum-1_Ĺ!7oѴ="|;bm;u(;uѴ-]ķ"ĺƐƓѵőĺ
bm;b|;u;u"bmm-=7;m"|;bm;u_bm;bv|ķbv|7;uvo];m-mm|;Ł1_Ŋ"bmmľĺ"ob;"|;bm;u7-v)-_um;_l;m
7;u;7-mh;m;bm;v-m7;u;m;mv1_;mom7;l uѴ;0;m7;v;b];m;m ;mh;mvm|;uv1_;b7;|ķvo7b==;u;mŊ
b;u|;u-1_bv1_;m7;u)-_um;_lm];bm;v-m7;u;m1_m77;l uѴ;0mbv7;v;b];m;m";Ѵ0v|ĺ"|;bm;u
0;v1_u;b0|7b;vbm;bm;l(ou|u-]v;_u7;|Ѵb1_Ĺ
vbv|Ł;|-v ѴѴb](;uv1_b;7;m;vŒĺĺĺœķo0b1_7u1_7-v,v-ll;mm;_l;m7;vv;mķ-vb1_-mlbu
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v;Ѵ0v|;uѴ;0;ķѴ;||7b;"ll;7b;v;v uѴ;0;mv-Ѵvń1_Ņ0;;b1_m;ķo7;uo0b1_;bm;l;mv1_;m
];];m 0;u|u;|;m77u1_7b;u|ķb;b1_lb1_b_lbm;b;_m]v;|;ķ-1_7b;v;m;mv1_;m-Ѵv
;bmń1_Ņ0;;b1_m;ĺ -vvbm7;b]-m;uv1_b;7;m;];bv|b]Ŋv;;Ѵbv1_;$ަ|b]h;b|;mĺ -v;bm;-Ѵķ
;mmb1_l;bm;;0;mv|ަ|b]h;b|;mbm7;ul=-vv;m7;m"m|_;vbvń1_Ņv-ll;m=-vv;ķ_-0;b1_;|Ŋ
-vu;bmmm;uѴb1_;vĸ7-v-m7;u;-Ѵķ;mmb1_7;l-m7;u;m;mv1_;m];];m 0;u|u;|;m77u1_
l;bm;;b;_m]b_llv7u1h0ubm];ķ7-z;u-1_vo;|-vbv|b;l;bm1_ķ_-0;b1_;bm;
$ަ|b]h;b|oulbuķ7b;bl);1_v;Ѵvrb;Ѵbv1_;mlbum77;l-m7;u;m;mv1_;m;u=Ѵb;z|ĺ -_;u
lzb1_v-];mĹ b;)-_um;_lm]l;bm;v;b];m;m1_bml;bm;lmm;u;mbv|;|-v-m7;u;vķ-Ѵv
;mmb1_7;m-m7;u;m;mv1_;m-Ѵv;bm1_;uh;mm;ĺ b;)-_um;_lm]7;v-m7;u;m1_0;u_|-=
7;l1_Ŋ"bmmķvob;7b;)-_um;_lm]7;u -u0;-=7;l";_vbmmķ7b;7;v$om;v-=7;l uvbmm
0;u_|ĺľŐ"|;bm;uķ!7oѴ=ŐƐƖѶƏőĹѴѴ];l;bm;;mv1_;mhm7;-Ѵvum7Ѵ-];7;uަ7-]o]bhķƑƖƒĸ
oum-1_Ĺ!7oѴ="|;bm;u(;uѴ-]ķ"ĺƐƑƓ=ĺő
;uަ7-]o];)oѴ=]-m];um;mm|bmv;bm;u"bmm;vѴ;_u;7b;7u;bom"|;bm;u];m-mm|;m"bmm;;v|-Ѵ|vbmmķ
;7;|m]vvbmmm7"|bѴvbmmĺ uvb;_|vb;-Ѵv 0;u];ou7m;|;"bmm;7b;bm7;m7u;b;u;b1_;m";_;mķ u;m
m7$-v|;m;u-mh;u|vbm7ĺŐ;uķ)oѴ=]-m]ŐƑƏƏƕőĹ"bmm;vŊ);Ѵ|;mĺ b;"bmm;;m|b1h;Ѵmĺ)-_um;_lm]
v1_Ѵ;mĺb| u;7;Ѵ;um;mĺ m1_;mĹ v;ѴŊ(;uѴ-]ķ"ĺƐƓő
;]|l-m"|;bm;uv&m|;uv1_;b7m];m7;u"bmm;]um7;ķvoh-mml-m7;u=oѴ];m7;mѴb;7;um]7;u
l;mv1_Ѵb1_;m"bmm;holl;mĹ

u-=bh-vo_-mm;v!o_;mķour_oѴo]b;7;vl;mv1_Ѵb1_;m;b0;v

m7;u u=-_um]7;uu;-Ѵ;m);Ѵ|v|;_|mb;;bm"bmm= uvb1_-ѴѴ;bm;ĺ ;u;mv1_mbll|7b;);Ѵ|bll;ulb|
-ѴѴ;m"bmm;m-_uĺ b;);Ѵ|;uv1_;bm|7;l;mv1_;m=ou|ަ_u;m77u1_7-v-Ѵ;b7ovhor7;u"bmm;ĺ
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Łm=oul-|bom;m 0;u7b; ur;uoub;m|b;um]m7 b];m0;;]m];m];_|bm-ѴѴ;)-_um;_lm];m
om;];mv|ަm7;m7;u&l;Ѵ|;bmĺ0ĺĺ;bm-l-m;bm;l0_-m]-=u;1_|o7;uv1_uަ]];Ŋ
-1_v;mbv|ķh-mml-m-ѴѴ;bmlb|7;m];mmb1_|-_um;_l;mĺ -bv|m=oul-|bom 0;u7b;!b1_Ŋ
|m]7;u"1_;uhu-=|mo|;m7b]ķ7b;7u1_7b;"|-|oou]-m;;ulb||;Ѵ|bu7ķŒĻœľŐ-lr;m_-v;mķ
_ubv|or_omŐƐƖƖƒőĹ b;"bmm;7;v;mv1_;mĺ bm= _um]bm7b;v1_or_vbh7;u)-_um;_lm]ĺ
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Edwin Hübner
Digital media and the impact on the senses
The real world and the media world are perceived with the human senses. There is a
diﬀerence between these two perceptions, but what is it? To approach this, one can raise
a series of questions: What is a sense at all? How does man relate to the real world
through his senses? What characterizes the view of media products? What adds the new
to digitality to analog media? Let us begin with the first question: What is a sense?
Meaning levels of meaning
The word "Sinn" and its associated verb "sinnen" can only be found in the Dutch and
German-speaking areas. Their origin is to be found in the Indo-European root "sent-",
which had the meaning: walk, travel, drive, take a direction, search for a track. From its
original origin, the noun "sense" had the meaning: path, direction, journey, journey. In Old
High German, the associated verb "sinnen" (sense) had the meaning to go, travel, wander,
strive, demand as "sinnan" (9th century). In Old High German the noun "sense" was
already understood in the present sense: It was related to perception and understanding.
In Middle High German, the meaning of the verb "sense" changed and received the new
meaning "think" with the nuances of meaning: plan, intend, strive.
Today several meanings are linked with the word "sense". A first level of meaning means
the ability to perceive something, a tone, a colour, a smell, etc. It is called sense of
hearing, sense of sight, sense of smell, etc. Ear, eye, nose, etc. are the physical organs of
perception, which must not be confused with the sense itself. The physical organs are the
prerequisite for sensual perception, but not the sensation. They are a partial aspect of the
senses.
The ability to perceive something that is in the physical world in a sensory way is
therefore one of the first levels of meaning of "sense".
A next layer of meaning becomes clear by the statement: "It has a good sense for
colours". Here it is pointed out that the person concerned cannot only perceive colours,
but can perceive them in a special way. Here we go beyond the mere perception of
colour; here the word "sense" refers to something that takes place beyond the physical
act of mere physical perception. If one says: "He has a sense of humour", then one is
directed to a capacity that is no longer tied to a certain physical organ.
If you have a sense of humor.
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then there is a special mental openness for the quality of humor. The same is true for the
sense of art, the sense of justice, the sense of beauty, the sense of sublimity, etc.; this
indicates pure spiritual abilities. In this case "sense" is the term for the spiritual openness
that goes in a certain direction.
In a third layer of meaning, the word "sense" refers to the ability to grasp spiritual
relationships, both in an active and a receiving sense. When one carries an intention in
oneself, wants to realize a thought, wants to achieve something, then one says: "I have
something in mind". Here the original meaning of the word "sense" still comes to light.
The more absorbing, perceiving meaning of the word "sense" means that one
understands the "sense of words", the "sense of a re-de". One can even develop a
"sense for sense"; in this case sense as perception is related to the perceived content.
Meaning grasps itself.
A further layer of meaning was added in the 18th, 19th centuries: one speaks of the
meaning of an action and above all one also asks about the meaning of life. In previous
times the question of the meaning of life was not there, because the old religious
traditions still collectively determined this meaning. In the moment when the old
ecclesiastical traditions fell into disrepair, people developed a rational self-confidence and

experienced themselves in the world as isolated subjects, the individual question of the
meaning of life had to arise. The sense experience of one's own existence depends on
how one feels embedded in the context of one's life. The question of meaning also aims
at how one is oriented towards the future, towards what one wants to develop into or for
which one can be active.
In summary, one can state that the field of meaning surrounding the word "sense" has
two aspects: a receiving, perceiving and an active, goal-setting aspect. The first-re shows
itself in the meaning of sense as an organ of perception, the other as an ideally
experienced sense that appears in activities or experiences of the individual.
First of all, the perceptual aspect of "sense" should be considered.
The circle of human senses1
The world is perceived in many diﬀerent ways: I hear, I see, I taste, and so on. This can
lead to the question of which senses a person has at all. Aristotle also claimed: "that there
are no other senses than the five senses - I understand by these face, hearing, smell,
taste and sense of touch - than others, as can be seen from the following [...]" (Aristotle,
Über die Seele 1995, p.62). This old view, that man has only five senses, has survived
many times in everyday life until today. A closer look, however, reveals that man has more
than five senses. Just one example:
1 See also Peter Lutzker's contribution to this question in this volume.
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The feeling of the skin can be diﬀerentiated into the perception of the condition of a
surface (sense of touch) and the perception of the warmth or cold of the object (sense of
temperature).
The multitude of senses through which the world shows itself to man can be divided into
three groups:
Senses through which man experiences his surrounding world.
Senses through which man can perceive the spatial position of his own body within the
world.
Senses that allow the human being to experience the state of his own body.
The senses, which make the physical environment of man perceptible, are:
sense of sight
sense of hearing
sense of taste
sense of smell
sense of warmth
The senses that make possible the perception of the relationship of the human body to its
environment and the state of the body itself are:
sense of balance
tactile sense
sense of movement
sense of gut or sense of life
The physician Johannes Rohen arranges the diversity of the human senses in a circle,
placing pain in the middle as undiﬀerentiated primal meaning. He distinguishes the
conscious "day senses" which the outside world reveals from the unconscious "night
senses" which make one's own body experienceable.
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Graphic from Rohen, Johannes ( ): Morphology of the human body. Stuttgart: Free mental
life.
In his examination of the question of the diversity of the human senses, the philosopher
and anthroposopher Rudolf Steiner came to the conclusion that twelve senses must be
distinguished in humans. In addition to the nine senses mentioned so far, Steiner also
points to three other senses. He described a not easily noticeable, but nevertheless

serious diﬀerence between the mere acoustic perception of a word and the
understanding of the word. When a word is understood, two further sensory modalities
come into play, which Steiner describes with the word sense of language (or also sense of
word) as well as sense of thought.
"When listening to human words and understanding them as thoughts, a threefold activity
comes into consideration. And each member of this triple activity must be considered
separately if a legitimate scientific view is to be reached. Hearing" is the one activity;
"hearing" alone is as little a "hearing of words" as "touching" is a "Se-hen". And just as
one must properly distinguish between the meaning of "touching" and that of "seeing", so
between that of "hearing" and that of "hearing words" and further "grasping
thoughts" (Steiner, Rudolf (1983): Von Seelenrätseln, GA 21 (Tb).Dornach: Rudolf Steiner
Publishing House, p. 146).
Another sense to which Steiner refers is the so-called "I-sense". Just as Steiner
distinguishes the perceiving thought of another person from the experience of one's own
thinking, he also diﬀerentiates between the perception of another ego and the experience
of one's own self. Steinerber describes this very clearly in a lecture:
It is "something completely diﬀerent [...] whether, by taking together that which I have in
myself
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experience the sum of this experience as "I", or whether I am confronting a human being
and, by the way I relate to him, also designate this human being as an "I". These are two
very diﬀerent mental and spiritual activities. The first time, when I summarize my life
activities in the comprehensive synthesis "I", I have something purely inner; the second
time, when I confront the other person and express through my relationship with him that
he is also something like my I, I have before me an activity that flows in the interplay
between me and the other person. I must therefore say: The perception of my own ego
within me is something diﬀerent than when I recognize the other person as an ego. The
perception of the other self is based on the sense of self, just as the perception of colour
is based on the sense of sight, and the perception of sound is based on the sense of
hearing". (Steiner, Rudolf (1980): Allgemeine Menschenkunde als Grundlage der
Pädagogik, GA 293;Dornach: Rudolf Steiner Publishing House, p. 124f.)
The pedagogue Wolfgang Auer calls the three senses Steiner calls Gestaltsinn,
Bedeutungssinn und Stilsinn in his sensory teaching. He sees them as superordinate
senses anchored in the three areas of seeing, hearing and touch. (Auer, Wolfgang (2007):
Sinnes-Welten. Developing the senses. Schools of perception. Learning with joy. Munich:
Kösel Publishing House, p. 14)
If one bases Steiner's distinctions of the senses on these, one can arrive at the following
structure of the human senses:
Graphic from Johannes Rohen, Morphology of the Human Body
In the experience of the real world there is never a sense for itself alone. Man always
perceives the world with all his senses. The world constantly appears to man through the
kaleidoscope of the senses.
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"Information about the body orientation and own movements goes into all perceptions of
objects of the environment. Whether, for example, a tree on a slope has grown upright or
diagonally, cannot be perceived with one's eyes alone. This requires information about
the direction of gravity, which is mediated by the stato organs,
[...]" (Campenhausen,Christoph von (1993): Die Sinne des Menschen. Introduction to the
Psychophysics of Perception.Stuttgart, New York: Georg Thieme Verlag 1993, p. 85)

How the diﬀerent qualities of perception are connected is recognized by thinking.2From
the beginning of life on earth, already in the womb, man practices the use of his sense
organs and forms concepts for them. By touching, looking at and playing with the objects
as a toddler, he recognizes how the various qualities of perception in which an object is
openly bearded belong together. Man also makes manifold experiences of how he can
deal with the things of the outside world through his body. The inner connection of the
senses is indispensable for every healthy world experience and a reality oriented action.
The image of reality that is presented to the human being is completely dependent on
how the human being has developed his senses and their connections.
The early childhood genesis of the senses takes a very long time to mature. It took about
six to seven years for the child to develop its senses to a large extent. The training of the
human senses depends very much on what stimuli there are in the physical environment
of the child and how it uses these possibilities. In the playful confrontation with his
environment, the child trains his senses, his whole body - which is also reflected in the
networking and shaping of the structures of the brain.3 With the sixth, seventh year of life
something the sensitive phase of the physical body shaping comes to an extensive end.
The microstructures of the body that had been formed up to then become much less
sensitive to external influences.
Characteristics of the media
How does a product created by the media relate to human perception? What is the
diﬀerence between looking at a real tree experienced in the here and now and looking at
an image of that tree in a photograph? To get to the bottom of this, let us consider a
photograph.
2 For more details, see Hübner, Edwin (2019): Realität, Virtualität und schaﬀende Kunst.
In: Götte, Wenzel M./Boett-ger, Christian/Röh, Claus-Peter (Ed.): Developing Self Shaping the World. The Artistic in Waldorf Education.Stuttgart: editionwaldorf, pp. 60-81.
3 This is described in detail in : Eliot, Lise (2001): What is going on in there? Brain
development in the first five years of life. Berlin: Berlin Verlag.
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If one pays attention to what happens in one's mind during the viewing of the
photograph, then one very probably notices that one wonders where this photograph was
taken and when; the question of who or what is depicted there may also be of interest.
One tries to find terms from one's memories and from what one has learned, through
which one can answer these questions. In short: one tries to place the picture in the
context from which it originated.
If you put a small text aside the photograph - Berlin, Alexanderplatz 1903 - then the
question of context is answered more clearly. If one has some geographical and historical
knowledge, one can now insert the isolated picture conceptually into a context - it keeps
its sense.
This observation illustrates what happens when a photograph is taken: In photography, a
unique appearance of a thing that appears in the present is detached from its essence.
When a person looks at a real tree, he experiences it with all his senses: He hears the
rustle of the leaves, he smells the scent of his flowers in spring, he experiences his
movement in the wind, and so on. In the subject where he photographs him, a small
excerpt of the diversity of perception accessible to man is copied. One aspect of the
present appearance of the tree is "digested" in photography as a past appearance in the
present. Photography is, so to speak, always present past - "frozen time" so to speak and as such it stands incoherently and unchangeably in the here and now of the viewer.
When contemplating a picture, the human being is partially drawn into another place of
life, which he cannot experience in his present being. With the eye he enters the area of
the picture, while he remains connected with the rest of his body to his real place of life.

This splits the human being into two areas of experience. The naturally grown connection
of the senses becomes
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and the spiritual experience of man is drawn into the artificially created experience area of
the image. Man enters the picture with the eye, but the rest of man cannot enter. This
tears man apart: With his attention he finds himself mentally in the pictorial space, while
the rest of the human body remains forgotten in the here and now.
This fact opens up opportunities for the expansion of consciousness, but also brings risks
for the human being. The meaningful handling of pictures presupposes that one can
overcome the separation inherent in them again. The connection between being and
appearance, dissolved by the photographic act, must be re-established by man by his
own power; the observer must restore the meaning of the image, its embedding in a past
spatial-temporal situation by establishing conceptual references.
The media scientist Heinz Buddemeier has summarized these observations described in
photography - representing all forms of media - under the term "media primeval
phenomenon". Diﬀerence three aspects of this primeval phenomenon:
In the creation of a photograph, essence and appearance are separated from each other.
When viewing a photograph, the inner cohesion of the perceiving human tendency is
dissolved.
When looking at a photograph, the viewer is led par tiell out of his present reality of life
and into the duplicate of a past one. He is thus in a situation where he cannot be as a
whole person, but only with a part of his body.
This signature of separation observed in photography is a fundamental characteristic of
all media, and can already be observed in writing: When reading, the eyes are addressed,
the rest of the body rests comfortably on a seat. The writing communicates a content that
is often unrelated to the reader's present - Harry Potter and Hogward's Magic School, for
example, have little in common with the reader's real life. This can be observed even
more clearly when watching a film: With eye and ear, the human being is completely
absorbed in the film events. The rest of the body lies quietly in the armchair. Here, too, the
content of the film stands incoherently next to the viewer's present reality. When people
use a smartphone or an old landline telephone to make phone calls, it is evident,
especially from the posture of the head, that the person is somewhere else with his
attention, namely in the presence of a distant interlocutor. He is no longer here, but also
not where his conversation partner is. The person on the phone is in an intermediate
state, he is no longer completely here, but also not completely there: he is split.
This dichotomy is particularly dangerous to life in road traﬃc. Since in the meantime
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all people are equipped with the ubiquitous smartphone, so many critical traﬃc situations
are now happening as a result of being disconnected into the virtual that transport
companies are forced to take on too-grumpy poster campaigns.
Posters of the VGF in Frankfurt am Main
Looking at this against the background of the overall organisation of human senses, it
becomes clear what happens every time we look at a screen or listen to a loudspeaker:
One or two senses are torn out of the totality of the senses by plunging them into the
medial space. The rest of the body remains in the real world.
For adults, this situation gives them the opportunity to expand their consciousness to
other places. Without exaggerating, one can say that a global consciousness can only be
created at all through media.
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is possible. Because only through the media can you learn something about Asia,
America or Africa. Since the connection between the senses and their connection with

motor skills is "firmly wired" in adult people, the separation of the senses does not bother
them much, especially if man creates a balancing counterweight.
For children, on the other hand, who first have to integrate their senses and above all
bring them together with motor skills, dealing with the media - completely independent of
the respective content - is simply harmful to their health. This is because sensorimotor
integration is the most important development task of a child up to the age of six, seven
or eight. That is why every hour a child spends with the media is an hour that is not used
for this important task. This fact is the basis for the recommendation that children should
first grow up media-free in their early childhood and pre-school years and then only deal
with analogue and digital media in a very dosed manner in pre-school time. Children, on
the other hand, need a wide variety of activities to move, talk a lot, think imaginatively and
perceive stimulatingly, so that they can develop their sensorimotor integration in a healthy
way and thus also learn to control their physical skills.
This dichotomy is particularly dangerous to life in road traﬃc. Since in the meantime
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integration is the most important development task of a child up to the age of six, seven
or eight. That is why every hour a child spends with the media is an hour that is not used
for this important task. This fact is the basis for the recommendation that children should
first grow up media-free in their early childhood and pre-school years and then only deal
with analogue and digital media in a very dosed manner in pre-school time. Children, on
the other hand, need a wide variety of activities to move, talk a lot, think imaginatively and
perceive stimulatingly, so that they can develop their sensorimotor integration in a healthy
way and thus also learn to control their physical skills.
Digitalisation of language and image
The word "digital" comes from the Latin word "digitus", which means "finger"; the
adjective "digitalis" derived from Digitus means "belonging to the finger". This means one
of the ten fingers used for counting. In Latin "digitus" therefore also means "number". In
this sense, the word "digitus" was then translated into English and was also used in
German in the 20th century.
The essence of the digital is that everything is traced back to binary coding. Binary
encodings are relatively old in themselves; the legendary Morse alphabet was already

based on exactly two characters: short and long. These two characters were used
worldwide for more than a century.
For technical reasons, computers are binary coded from the very beginning; they contain
only two diﬀerent signal states: Zero and one, i.e. technically "current oﬀ" or "current on".
Since all numbers can be represented as binary digits, it is possible to process anything
that can be traced back to numbers with computers.
With the digitalization of the devices much has changed:
1) Everything that was previously controlled or transmitted analogously is now controlled
and transmitted by computers. In 1993, about 3% of the world's information capacity was
digital, in 2007 it was estimated that
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which currently stands at 94 percent,4 almost everything is probably digitalized.
New technical processes make it possible to miniaturise computers on a gigantic scale:
computer chips today work in the billionths of a metre range, i.e. structures are mastered
that are only a few atomic widths thick.
3) Biological structures can be combined with digital ones. It has been possible, for
example, for people to use brain implants to control robot arms by mere thought.
4) The worldwide networking of all devices makes it possible for them to join together in
the long term to form an Internet of Things - a single world machine.
Digitalization has also made possible something that 100 years ago would have been
regarded as utopia: self-explanatory devices. The telephone, first presented to the public
in 1876 by Graham Bell in the United States of America, enabled human speech to be
transmitted over long distances. At the same time, Thomas Alva Edison had the crucial
idea of how to capture and reproduce human language in time. In December 1877, he
filed a patent application for his phonograph, which recorded sound vibrations on a waxcoated roller. Some time later, Emil Berliner came up with the idea of using a circular
recording plate instead of a roller: The gramophone was created. The time of the
"speaking" machines began with the telephone, phonograph, and gramophone. In the
20th century radio, tape and digital sound recording supplemented the existing
techniques.
Digitalization enabled a new quality in the handling of voice recordings. In 1966 the
computer scientist Josef Weizenbaum designed a computer program with which one
could "speak". On the keyboard of a computer terminal, people simply typed in what they
wanted to say, Weizenbaum's program analysed what they had written, compiled an
answer, which was then presented to the person on the screen. This speech analysis
program, called ELIZA by Weizenbaum, marks a turning point in the relationship between
man and machine:
Until 1965, people spoke to other people through machines.
From 1966 onwards, the time begins in which people talk to machines as if they were
their peers.
Since then, the first beginnings have been considerably further developed. At present
they have become unmistakable: Alexa from Amazon, SIRI on the iPhone, Cortana on
Windows 10 are everyday "conversation partners" of many people.
But does a conversation really take place when a person talks to a machine? It happens
in the process that
4 Hilbert, Martin/López, Priscila (2011): The World's Technological Capacityto Store,
Communicate, andCompute In-formation. In: Science 01 Apr 2011: Vol. 332, Issue 6025,
pp. 60-65.
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following: The human being speaks, i.e. sound waves are physically generated in the air
which impinge on the microfond and cause electrical vibrations there. These are digitized
and then algorithms process the incoming digital values. The result of this processing are

again countless digital values, which are converted into electrical oscillations, which in
turn cause a loudspeaker to vibrate mechanically. The vibrations of the loudspeaker
cause pressure fluctuations in the air, which the human ear absorbs - and in which it
interprets a sense. Basically, nothing else has happened than when a person would shout
loudly in a mountainous environment. "What is the name of the mayor of Wesel? and the
echo throws him the word "donkey" back. When man "speaks" with a machine, he talks,
so to speak, with an echo chamber that throws back an echo that seems intelligent to him
(see also Damberger's contribution in this volume).
Digitalization has also brought about a qualitative change in the processing of images.
The image taken by a camera is divided into hundreds of thousands, even millions of
pixels, which are stored in a certain order in storage media. These stored images can be
altered by algorithms at will - virtual spaces are created. The human being can "enter"
these spaces with the help of an input device. If he makes certain inputs with it, the
images change accordingly. The images react to what is given by humans like the
acoustic data: they are basically nothing more than an algorithmically calculated echo.
These artificially generated "visible" sounds are purely mechanical events, as are the
"conversations" with devices. Machines use their algorithms to generate what people see
and hear - they simulate perception.
Machines as a coagulated past
A machine is more than a tool. The basic principle of a tool is that it takes up the activity
of the human body and strengthens its power or dexterity, for example with a hammer, a
hoe, a needle, a knife, a file.
Tools become a device when a bodily activity of the human being, which he performed
with tools, is transferred to a functional context in which the human being only provides
the driving force, for example the potter's wheel, which he drives with his feet or the
spinning wheel or the bicycle. In a device, the human being imitates the repetitive activity
of his body.
As soon as man replaces his own power with water or wind power or a motor and the
function of the device takes place completely without any action on his part, the transition
to the machine is complete. With the machine, the tool makes itself independent: "A
machine is nothing other than a tool that has become autonomous within certain
limits" (Günther, Gotthard (1957/2002): Das Bewusstsein der Ma- bers
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. . .and I'll be back. A metaphysics of cybernetics. Baden-Baden: Agis Verlag, p. 207).
With the development of machines, man transforms what he has recognized with his
logical-rational thinking of a diﬀerent nature into an external process. He formulates the
laws of nature he has found in mathematical equations, in formulas, and transforms these
into mechanical processes, which he aligns with a specific goal: "Machine is a formula
made of iron, directed towards a specific purpose". (Guardi-ni, Romano (1990):
Technology and Man. Letters from Lake Como. Mainz: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, p. 50)
The rules of a machine's operation are nothing more than algorithms converted into
matter: "The classical, mechanical machine is the embodiment of a certain algorithm. This
algorithm has coagulated and solidified in steel" (Bammé, Arno et al (1983): MaschinenMenschen. Human-machine floor plans of a social relationship. Reinbek near Hamburg:
Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag, p. 149). It cannot be changed without having to rebuild the
machine at the same time. This type of machine is in principle unrelated to nature. Its rigid
processes do not react to the processes in the environment. The moment, however, when
the processes of the machine are related to conditions of the outside world by feedback,
as for example in the case of a thermostat that regulates the heating depending on the
room temperature, a new type of machine appears: a machine that directs itself. The
technical philosopher Gotthard Günther described this type of machine as a transclassic
machine. The classical machine objectifies the activities of the moving human limbs, the

transclassical machine detaches itself from human mechanics and imitates the logical
rules of human thought. In the classical machine, the algorithm is still fixed in the function
of the device. In the transclassical machine, the function detaches itself from the device
and begins to lead an apparently intelligent and increasingly independent "life of its own".
However, one thing must always be borne in mind: even the most highly developed,
admirable technologies are always just endpoints of developments. All machines, whether
classical or transclassical, refer in principle only to the past. An artificial intelligence can
still be so far developed, it can only continue past states into the future. Even if artificial
intelligences exceed the human speed of thinking and its accuracy - they always refer
only to statistical analyses of past events, calculate relative frequencies from gigantic
masses of data, which they then base the probability calculations of future events on. The
principle of all machines, including the so-called artificial intelligences, is: "As it was, it will
be again".
Machines push the past into the present. In principle, nothing new comes from machines,
they conserve what has been. The ability of humans, their abilities, their thoughts are
through
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their work has been absorbed into the gigantic machine world that forms our environment
today. In all machines man looks at his own human past. Our machine world is the frozen
human thinking of the past.
"Finding sense" requires open senses
At present, artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly intervening deeper and deeper in
human everyday life and is transforming it. The large technology companies in the various
countries of the world are in a race to find out who can build the smartest AI. However,
this leads to the existential question of how humans can still understand and, above all,
influence the highly developed artificial intelligence that lives by itself. This has become
one of the most pressing problems of our time. It is nothing less than the monstrous
question of whether humanity could be eliminated by a highly developed AI because it
stands in the way of the optimal achievement of goals. That's why the physicist Max
Tegmark demands:
"[...] In order to make a wise decision on how we want to regulate AI development, we
humans must not only face the traditional computer-assisted challenges, but also some
of the most persistent questions of philosophy. [...] In order to program a friendly AI, we
must grasp the meaning of life. What is "sense"? What is "life"? What is the final ethical
commandment? In other words, in which direction should our eﬀorts go as we shape the
future of our universe? If we leave control to a superintelligence before we have carefully
answered these questions, then the answer that it will come up with will probably have
nothing to do with us" (Tegmark, Max (2017): Le-ben 3.0. Being Human in the Age of
Artificial Intelligence. Berlin: Ullstein, p. 415)
Technology today makes something clear that has long been a fundamental problem for
mankind. Even decades ago, the psychologist Victor Frankl drew attention to the fact that
behind many seemingly neurotic illnesses there is an overarching problem: the experience
of an existential vacuum. People have a widespread feeling that their lives are
meaningless. Frankl was of the opinion that people suﬀer less from clinically tangible
symptoms than from "the lack of a purpose in life". (Frankl, Victor (1991): The suﬀering of
senseless life. Freiburg, Basel, Vienna: p. 11)Frankl explains the origin of the existential
vacuum in a concise way:
"In contrast to the animal, no instincts tell man what he must, and in contrast to the man
of yesterday, no traditions tell man of today what he should. Well, neither knowing what
he must, nor knowing what he should, he often does not seem to know what he basically
wants. So he wants what the others do - conformism! Or he only does what the others
want - from him - totalitarianism." (Frankl 1991, p. 13)
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And today we are faced with the danger of intelligent machines, the function of which we
hardly understand any more, telling us what we have to do. The navigation device
ubiquitous in cars is a - sympathetic - weather light in this scenario.
Finding meaning for one's own life and actions is a psychological necessity for humans.
With the advent of the artificial intelligent made possible by digitality, the question of the
meaning of life has intensified: it has literally also become a physical question of survival
for mankind.
How does man find meaning? Victor Frankl has found an answer to this basic question of
life through his experiences in the concentration camp: Finding sense for oneself depends
on whether one is capable of developing a sense for other things.
"What is needed here is a turn in the whole question of the meaning of life: we must learn
and teach desperate people that what we have to expect from life is never really
important, but only what life expects from us! In proper philosophical terms, one could
say that this is a kind of Copernican change, so that we no longer simply ask for the
meaning of life, but experience ourselves as the interviewees, as those whom life asks
questions every day and every hour - questions which we have to answer, in which we
give the right answer not by pondering or talking, but only by acting, by behaving
correctly. After all, life means nothing but: To bear responsibility for the right answer to the
questions of life, for the fulfillment of the tasks that life places on each individual, for the
fulfillment of the demands of the hour.
This demand, and with it the meaning of existence, changes from person to person and
from moment to moment. So the meaning of human life can never be given in general, the
question of meaning can never be answered in general - life, as it is meant here, is
nothing vague, but something concrete in each case, and so the demands of life on us
are also quite concrete in each case". (Frankl 2002, p. 124f)
Viktor Frankl points out that man must develop a sense of life if he wants to find the
meaning of his own life. The experience of one's own meaningfulness presupposes an
open sense for the foreign. The own finding of meaning presupposes the ability of the
"self-transcendent human existence" (Frankl 1982, p. 147). If one can experience oneself
in the service of a cause, no matter how small it may be, then one experiences oneself in
the full sense as a human being.
Meaning is found when man can experience his own will in connection with his natural
and social environment. Man finds meaning when it is possible for him to think and act in
his own way.
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to be determined by a context recognized from one's own insight; but this presupposes
that he is able to perceive it - for this he needs healthy and open senses.
Man must be able to transcend the subject-object-separation in a certain way by
perceiving and understanding the contexts of his environment (comprehensibility). In
addition, he must also be able to participate in his environment by acting appropriately,
i.e. self-transcendently (manageability). Understandability, meaningfulness and
manageability are, however, the three fundamental as-aspects of the sense of coherence
described by Aaron Antonovsky that he regarded as essential resources for bodily health.
Sensual experiences are not only psychologically healthy, but they also give healthy
resistance up to the body, as Viktor Frankl clearly pointed out (Frankl 2002, pp. 122f.).
Healthy senses are a basis for finding meaning in life - and this in turn has a healthy eﬀect
on the body.
Frozen past and promising present

A virtual person cannot act in the real world because he or she lacks birth, natality. The
phi-losophin Hannah Arendt writes in her book "Vita activa":
"The miracle that repeatedly interrupts the course of the world and the course of human
things and saves them from the ruin that sits in them as germ and determines their
movement as "law" is, after all, the fact of natality, being born, which is the ontological
prerequisite for something like action to exist at all. [...] The "miracle" is that people are
born in the first place, and with them the new beginning that they can act upon by virtue
of their being born."
All human action is like a new birth. Man is the one who changes the world through his
actions. Man brings the future into the world through his actions.
What machines show as apparent actions is nothing other than the echo of past human
action, which has become embodied in the machine, just as in every medially produced
image only the retarded duplicate of a past perception of a human being appears.
The perception of the real world diﬀers fundamentally from that of the virtual.5 Dennder
The human body is part of the world that he perceives with his senses. At first, it may
seem as if the body is separated from the world, but on closer inspection this proves to
be a prejudice. Through my body I am a part of the world, "it is trapped in the fabric of the
world" (Merleau5 Compare below: Hübner, Edwin (2019): Reality, virtuality and creative art. In: Götte,
Wenzel M./Bo-ettger, Christian/Röh, Claus-Peter (Ed.): Developing Self - Shaping the
World. The Artistic in Waldorf Education. Stuttgart: editionwaldorf, pp. 60-81.
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Ponty 2003, p. 280) In the perception of the real world there is always a reciprocal
relationship between the body and the things of the world.
"For because things and my body are made of the same material, its seeing must take
place in them in an ir-gende-like way, its manifest visibility in it must be coupled with a
secret visibility: "Nature is within," says Cézanne. Quality, light, color, depth that are
before us are there only because they evoke an echo in our body, because it receives
them. (Merleau-Ponty 2003, p. 281)
In the experience of perception I am the perceiver of the world and the world enters me.
There is a reciprocal entanglement. With attentive observation one can very well become
aware that during perception I am not with myself, but with things. When I hear the sound
of a bell, then I do not have the experience that the sound is in my head, but I experience
myself with the sound outside, where the bell sounds. I am the sound and the tonist inmir.
The PhänomenologieMerleau-Ponty describes this experience this way:
"I, who look at the blue of the sky, do not face him as a worldless subject, I am not
mentally in his possession, I do not previously unfold to him an idea of blue that
deciphered his mystery; I leave myself to him, I immerse myself in this mystery, it "thinks
itself inmir", I am the sky itself that gathers, gathers and sends itself to be for itself, my
consciousness is engulfed by this boundless blue. (Merleau-Ponty 1966, Phenomenology
of Perception, p. 252).
In perception I am united with the essence of the world that reveals itself to me in my
senses. This revelation also contains the meaning of the thing; meaning results from the
union with a being.
Quite diﬀerently, on the other hand, when man confronts a medium. With the sense of
sight he enters into the duplicate of a past appearance, which has lost its relation to its
essence. He is then united with a being without essence. The remaining senses are
connected with the here and now of the present. The vast majority of the senses
experience the present reality, while individual senses are pulled out and linger in there
and then. The cultural philosopher Günther Anders illustrated this with the example of
television:

"Of course, we can use television for the purpose of participating in a worship service.
But what "shapes" or "transforms" us, whether we like it or not, just as much as the
worship service itself, is the fact that we do not participate in it at the moment, but
consume its image altogether. This picture book eﬀect, however, is obviously not only
diﬀerent from the "intended" one, but its opposite. (Anders, Günther 1994, The
Antiquarian Hit of Man, p. 100)
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In a similar way, the phenomenologist and picture theorist Lambert Wiesing describes the
position of the viewer of a picture:
"For those who see a picture are inevitably transferred by their perception into a state of
exception - and into a state of exception, whose strange otherness compared to other
perceptions can be described pleasingly easily and clearly: Only in the contemplation of
an image is a perceptual experience for the perceiver not connected with the compulsion
to be a part of the perceived event. Exclusively in the case of the perception of an image,
the perceiver does not immerse himself in the perceived world. Images are nonimmersive." (Wiesing 2015, The Me of Perception, p. 211)
And Wiesing is therefore right to speak of a "pause in participation":
"The perception of images enables the subject to be put into a state of a pause for
participation by his own perception. What inevitably happens to every subject of a
perception is spared to the viewer of an image: participation in what is perceived".
(Wiesing 2015, p. 199)
In the encounter with the media image, an encounter without essence takes place. One
only encounters the co-pie of the appearance of the being, the echo from the past, so to
speak, that the being once left behind in the photographic apparatus.
At the moment when the images are now broken down into individual pixels through
digitalization and become accessible to manipulation through algorithms, a double thing
happens: the past phenomenon is dissolved into atoms and processes created with the
help of the past are transformed. The result is a stream of seemingly new images that
lacks the essence of essence. In blended reality, it overshadows the present, detaches
the human being from reality and draws him into the absence of essence. However, no
sense can be found in this essencelessness.
The world has died in virtuality. For pedagogy the question arises how it can help young
people to understand how they can find and strengthen their natality hidden in all their
actions and directed towards the future in the midst of the intervening frozen past, and
how they can shape their own future life meaningfully from it.
Real space and virtual space are two diﬀerent world areas, each with its own laws.
Healthy living with both worlds requires a transitional competence. One must be able to
move from one space to the other without getting "stuck" in either. There is a qualitative
threshold between reality and virtuality; to cross it requires something that the media
pedagogue Wolf-Rüdiger Wagner described as media consciousness. (Wagner, WolfRüdiger19Digital media and the impact on the senses
ger (2013): Educational goal: awareness of mediality. Invitation to a change of perspective
in media education.Munich: Copaed.)
However, it is only possible to develop awareness of mediality if, on the one hand, one is
fully aware of the present real life and, on the other hand, has a profound knowledge of
the virtual space created by machines. Pedagogy must therefore ensure that children and
young people can develop the skills to assert themselves in real life. In addition, it must
also ensure that young people understand exactly how virtual spaces are created and
what rules apply in them. Only if they have thorough experience in both areas - the real

world and the virtual world - can they develop an awareness of mediality; then, as later
adults, they find their way around both worlds: they have the basis that will enable them
in the future to find meaning - their own meaning - in life and to be creatively active from
it.
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